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Exploring musical origins, identities 



Finding points of connection between  
2 musical aesthetics: WHY???

Cultural understanding and exchange



Synthesis –> understanding 

• The blending of elements cannot be understood easily in 
polarized terms such as the East versus the West. Nor 
can it be understood as following a set of predictable 
behaviours and responses. To understand these 
processes we need new methods that incorporate 
cultural analysis with the analysis of music and a new 
paradigm of cultural flux rather than categorization. 
Understanding cross-cultural synthesis is about 
understanding boundary crossing and making room for 
the need to create multiple identities that transcend and 
shift the global market of classical music.(Lau, F. (2007). 
Fusion or Fission: The Paradox and Politics of Contemporary Chinese 
Avant-Garde Music.)



Methodologies
Practice-led artistic research 

Artistic research, informed and structured through musical practices  

Compositions - Performances  

Ethnography 
Culture - Aesthetics - Ontologies 

Traditional music performance (rituals, gestures, sound projection and 
interactivity)  

Current practices (eg. technological processes for composition and performance) 

Collection of sonic materials 

Auto-ethnography / Phenomenology 
  

Experiential responses  - Auto-ethnography - Phenomenology 



Traditional musics of Malaysia

• Malay 

• Chinese 

• Indian 

• Orang Asli



Orang Asli Nose Flute Player, Perak, central Peninsular 
Malaysia



Musicians and composers

• Aesthetic 

• Traditions; heritage; cultural 
environments 

• Composers and musicians 

• Our contribution

How can electroacoustic music performance using nose 
flute, extended Western flute and digital signal processing 

be used to explore cultural exchange? 



          Music of the Orang Asli Semai tribe of 
Peninsular Malaysia  

• Senoi ethnic group of Orange Asli in Peninsular 
Malaysia - 6 tribes 

• Music making may be associated with ritualistic 
practice and socio-cultural heritage 

• Musical practices shape communities perception of 
themselves



 Organological similarities and differences 

• Western perspective: instrument, 
performer, performance . . . data and 
measurability 

• Orang Asli  

❖ attitudinal 

❖ Eg. Symbolic bird, feel for the piece of 
wood 

❖ Ear, intuition, understanding of ‘wood’ 

❖ “He is not playing” ... It is spirit / nature



Alang selects the tip 
end of the bamboo

Saws the top end of a 
bamboo at the notch 

Sears and 
penetrates the 

bamboo notch with 
hot iron rod

Fine tunes hole 
with a knife

Measures finger hole 
placement against an 

existing nose flute

Sears the bamboo with 
the burning iron rod to 

make finger holes
 (Image Source: Chan & Ross 2012)

	               Making a Pensol : Creating Temperament  
                                              A = 440?



!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Pensol!(Nose!Flute)!!:!!Tuning!System!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!(G3:!196.00<open!hole;!C4:261.63;!D4!:293.66;!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!E3:!!329.63!<!!approximate!pitch!of!!a!pensol)!!



The Composer

• Dr Valerie Ross



 

Introduction to Synergies of Breath 
Composer Dr Valerie Ross



The Flautist 

• Contexts, performance modes, cultural 
significances 

• New works and performances as new knowledge 

• Work development 

• Rehearsal processes and reflections 

• Connection?? 

• Extracting the Meaning



The Score



How does the sound and technique of the Semai flute 
influence the contemporary flute player’s modis operandi?  

• Sonority 

• Identity 

• Layers



The sound technologist

• Meaning 

• Process



FX

Why?



 

Internal routing of 
signal in Plogue Bidule



2 fx interfaces



 

Controlling the FX



Performing  
inter-culturalism:  

audience responses

• In Malaysia (UPSI) 

• Appreciation of Malaysian elements 

• Student responses



• When I heard this music, it feels scary music. The music like tells a story about someone lost in 
the jungle. And the jungle was full of danger and surprises that no one ever know it. But it still 
the best music that I have heard because it was a combination of quiet East and West music and 
culture. - Siti Aisyah Binti Mohd Syah 

• We were introduced to the new trend of music which was the ... combination of only flute and 
electronica sounds. Truth be told, it was alien to me but nevertheless, it was fantastic. When 
hear the music played, I was carried away to different dimension because the music had a very 
personal, unique and distinct aura about it. I can imaging myself in a deep forest, surrounded 
by trees and at the same time I can hear the overflowing river, the sound of water running 
through the rocks and the sound of the wind howling. Azreena Anak Ardy 

• This is my first time seeing an electronic performance live. It was interesting to see how live 
instruments can merge with the electronic sounds from the computer.  I’m not very clear on how 
it works but I believe that timing and precision is necessary to pull off the performance well. The 
piece is entitled “Synergies of Breath” and I noted that there was this ethereal breathing sound 
in the piece. I’m not quite sure whether there was a clear melody in the piece, because it felt like 
a mixture of sounds which reminded me of the rainforest, especially with the echoing effects and 
the sound of the flute. It was also interesting to see the flute being used in different ways, such 
as tapping it to make a percussion sounds and blowing air into it to give out the sound  of the 
wind. The use of the computer to add layers of sound into the piece also helped shape the 
mystical quality of the piece. Hannah Koh Pei Fern 

• After the choir it was now the most anticipated performance and that was Synergies of Breath 
for flute and electronics .... This song really touches my soul. When I listened to it, I feel like I 
was in an area full of greenery.  This song causes my hair bristled. This song is very melodious 
and compelling .... I was very impressed when I saw and heard ...the flute because it was so soft 
blown. Ainaa Syafiqah Binti Abd Rahman



  

Synergies of Breath - Valerie Ross 
First Performance 16th March 2013 
Universiti Pendidikan Sultan Idris Malaysia



• Terima Kasih (Thank you)!


